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(54) METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DETECTING FSS BY PEAK THRESHOLD, AND RECEIVER

(57) A method and system for detecting FSS by a
peak threshold, and a receiver include: a peak search
module configured to perform peak search on a set of
inputted CIR average values to obtain a set of CIR peaks;
a threshold generation module configured to search for
a maximum value from the obtained set of CIR peaks,
obtain an FSS search threshold according to the maxi-
mum value and a preset threshold, and provide the FSS

search threshold to an FSS detection module; and the
FSS detection module configured to utilize the FSS
search threshold to detect an FFT windowing position of
a receiving antenna. The technical solutions according
to the disclosure improve the protection capability from
exceptions for FSS detection while reducing the detec-
tion complexity of FSS.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The disclosure relates to the field of wireless
communications, and more particularly to a method and
system for detecting Fine Symbol Synchronization (FSS)
by a peak threshold, and a receiver.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Fig. 1 is a synchronization principle diagram il-
lustrating FSS in a Long Term Evolution (LTE) system in
the prior art. As shown in Fig. 1, an over-the-air signal
received by a receiver is sent to a Reference Signal (RS)
extracting and descrambling module via a Radio Fre-
quency (RF) identification module and a Fast Fourier
Transformation (FFT) module to generate RS signal sets
{RS(l)}0x and {RS(l)}1x respectively on lth Orthogonal Fre-
quency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) symbols on a re-
ceiving antenna 0-transmitting antenna x pair and a re-
ceiving antenna 1-transmitting antenna x pair. Each re-
ceiving-transmitting antenna pair sends the RS signal
sets {RS(l)}0x and {RS(l)}1x of the lth OFDM) symbol into
an Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT) module to
respectively perform operation, and performs calculation
of modulus on an operation result of the IDFT module to
obtain Channel Impulse Response (CIR) estimations
{CIR(l)}0x and {CIR(l)}1x of the lth OFDM symbol on each
receiving-transmitting antenna pair. Here, the calculation
of modulus is performed on the operation result of the
IDFT module to avoid performance degradation caused
by coherent accumulation under an actual fast fading
channel. In order to increase the Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(SNR) of the CIR estimations {CIR(l)}0x and {CIR(l)}1x,
’continuous’ {CIR(l+d)}0xand {CIR(l+d)}1x will be gener-
ally accumulated by a time accumulator to obtain
{CIRave}0x and {CIRave}1x, which are inputted to a sub-
sequent FSS detection module. The FSS detection mod-
ule detects an FFT windowing initial point startnx of a
receiving antenna n on each receiving-transmitting an-
tenna pair independently, and defines forward shift of an
FFT window as a negative value, and backward shift of
the FFT window as a positive value. All transmitting an-
tenna port detection results on one transmitting antenna
port are sent to an FSS combining module to generate
an FFT initial point startn of a certain receiving antenna
port. A synthetic FFT initial point startn of each receiving
antenna generates a final FFT initial point control signal
FFT_startn to the FFT module eventually through a loop
filter.
[0003] A conventional method for detecting FSS is to
perform threshold search, peak search push-forward or
calculation of center of gravity push-forward etc. on a
CIR time accumulation result {CIRave}nx on each receiv-
ing-transmitting antenna pair. Generally, a subsequent
Rxn FSS combining module simply searches for and out-
puts a minimum in {startnx}.

[0004] When the conventional method for detecting
FSS and the combining method are applied in an LTE
Multiple-Input and Multiple-Output (MIMO) system, a rel-
atively large error will be caused in the case of a power
abnormality of a certain transmitting antenna. For exam-
ple, in a laboratory test, a receiver is configured with N
transmitting antennas and two receiving antennas. How-
ever, a cable is really only connected on Rx0-Tx0 and
Rx1-Tx1 antenna pairs. An FSS detection result of Rx0-
Tx1∼N-1 antenna pairs without a cable is substantially a
random number, which will seriously interfere with an out-
put of the FSS combining module, thereby increasing a
startn output noise. In an actual outfield test, since ex-
tremely low power of a certain transmitting antenna port
m is caused by abnormality of a base station, the SNR
of a CIR time accumulation result on a Rxn-Txm antenna
pair is affected, thus increasing the output noise during
FSS detection.

SUMMARY

[0005] In view of this, the disclosure provides a method
and system for detecting FSS by a peak threshold, and
a receiver, so as to improve the protection capability from
exceptions by FSS detection while reducing FSS detec-
tion complexity.
[0006] To this end, a technical solution of the disclo-
sure is implemented as follows.
[0007] A system for detecting FSS by a peak threshold
includes a peak search module, a threshold generation
module and an FSS detection module, wherein
the peak search module is configured to perform peak
search on a set of inputted CIR average values to obtain
a set of CIR peaks;

the threshold generation module is configured to
search for a maximum value from the obtained set
of CIR peaks, and obtain an FSS search threshold
according to the maximum value and a preset thresh-
old; and
the peak search module is configured to utilize the
FSS search threshold to detect an FFT windowing
position of a receiving antenna.

[0008] The peak search module may be configured to:

perform the peak search on the set {CIRave(i)} of CIR

average values processed by a time accumulator to
obtain the set peakmn of CIR peaks on a receiving-
transmitting antenna pair mn, wherein

where m = {0,1}, n = {0,1,···, N-1}, and a value range
of i is determined by an output of an Inverse Discrete
Fourier Transform (IDFT) module inputting a value
into the time accumulator.
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[0009] The threshold generation module may be con-
figured to:

search for the maximum value from the obtained set
peakmn of CIR peaks, and obtain a CIR peak peakm
on a receiving-transmitting antenna pair mn, wherein

where m = {0,1}, and n = {0,1,···,N-1}.

[0010] The threshold generation module may be con-
figured to: obtain the FSS search threshold thm accord-
ing to the maximum value and the preset threshold th,
wherein thm = th x peakm, where m = {0,1}.
[0011] The peak search module may be configured to:
utilize the FSS search threshold thm provided by the
threshold generation module to detect the FFT window-
ing position of the receiving antenna m independently on
each receiving-transmitting antenna pair mn.
[0012] A method for detecting FSS by a peak threshold
includes that: peak search is performed on a set of in-
putted CIR average values to obtain a set of CIR peaks;
a maximum value is searched for from the obtained set
of CIR peaks, and an FSS search threshold is obtained
according to the maximum value and a preset threshold;
and the FSS search threshold is utilized to detect an FFT
windowing position of a receiving antenna.
[0013] The operation that peak search is performed on
a set of inputted CIR average values to obtain a set of
CIR peaks may include that:

the peak search is performed on the set {CIRave(i)}

of CIR average values processed by a time accumu-
lator to obtain the set peakmn of CIR peaks on a
receiving-transmitting antenna pair mn, wherein

where m = {0,1}, n = {0,1,···, N-1}, and a value range
of i is determined by an output of an IDFT module
inputting a value into the time accumulator.

[0014] The operation that a maximum value is
searched for from the obtained set of CIR peaks may
include that:

the maximum value is searched for from the obtained
set peakmn of CIR peaks, and a CIR peak peakm is
obtained on a receiving-transmitting antenna pair

mn, wherein 

where m = {0,1}, and n = {0,1,···,N-1}

[0015] The operation that an FSS search threshold is
obtained according to the maximum value and a preset
threshold may include that: the FSS search threshold
thm is obtained according to the maximum value and the

preset threshold th, wherein thm = th 3 peakm, where
m = {0,1}.
[0016] The operation that the FSS search threshold is
utilized to detect an FFT windowing position of a receiving
antenna may include that: the FSS search threshold thm
provided by the threshold generation module is utilized
to detect the FFT windowing position of the receiving
antenna m independently on each receiving-transmitting
antenna pair mn.
[0017] According to a method and system for detecting
FSS by a peak threshold, and a receiver provided by the
disclosure, a peak search module is configured to per-
form peak search on a set of inputted CIR average values
to obtain a set of CIR peaks; a threshold generation mod-
ule is configured to search for a maximum from the ob-
tained set of CIR peaks, obtain an FSS search threshold
according to the maximum value and a preset threshold,
and provide the FSS search threshold to an FSS detec-
tion module; and the FSS detection module is configured
to utilize the FSS search threshold to detect an FFT win-
dowing position of a receiving antenna. The disclosure
automatically selects a transmitting port with a relatively
high SRN on a receiving antenna as the reference of all
FSS search thresholds on the receiving antenna, thus
abnormally low power and no transmitting power of a
certain transmitting port can be avoided, and the protec-
tion capability from exceptions for FSS detection is im-
proved while reducing the FSS detection complexity.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0018]

Fig. 1 is a synchronization principle diagram illustrat-
ing FSS in an LTE system in the prior art;
Fig. 2 is a structural diagram illustrating implemen-
tation of a system for detecting FSS by a peak thresh-
old according to the disclosure;
Fig. 3 is a flowchart illustrating implementation of a
method for detecting FSS by a peak threshold ac-
cording to the disclosure;
Fig. 4 is a synchronization principle diagram illustrat-
ing FSS in an LTE system according to the disclo-
sure; and
Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram illustrating comparison
between a method for detecting FSS according to
the disclosure and a conventional method for detect-
ing FSS.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0019] The basic idea of the disclosure is that: a peak
search module is configured to perform peak search on
a set of inputted CIR average values to obtain a set of
CIR peaks; a threshold generation module is configured
to search for a maximum value from the obtained set of
CIR peaks, obtain an FSS search threshold according to
the maximum value and a preset threshold, and provide
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the FSS search threshold to an FSS detection module;
and the FSS detection module is configured to utilize the
FSS search threshold to detect an FFT windowing posi-
tion of a receiving antenna.
[0020] The disclosure is further elaborated below
through the accompanying drawings and specific em-
bodiments.
[0021] The disclosure provides a system for detecting
FSS by a peak threshold. The system is applied in a
receiver of an LTE system, and may be also applicable
to other systems or devices using OFDM MIMO. Fig. 2
is a structural diagram illustrating implementation of a
system for detecting FSS by a peak threshold according
to the disclosure. As shown in Fig. 2, the system includes:
a peak search module 21, a threshold generation module
22 and an FSS detection module 23, wherein
the peak search module 21 is configured to perform peak
search on a set of inputted CIR average values to obtain
a set of CIR peaks;
the threshold generation module 22 is configured to
search for a maximum value from the obtained set of CIR
peaks, and obtain an FSS search threshold according to
the maximum value and a preset threshold; and
the peak search module 23 is configured to utilize the
FSS search threshold to detect an FFT windowing posi-
tion of a receiving antenna.
[0022] The operation that the peak search module 21
performs peak search on a set of inputted CIR average
values to obtain a set of CIR peaks includes that: the
peak search module 21 performs the peak search on the
set {CIRave(i)} of CIR average values processed by a

time accumulator to obtain the set peakmn of CIR peaks
on a receiving-transmitting antenna pair mn,

 where m = {0,1},

n = {0,1,···,N - 1} and a value range of i is determined by
an output of an Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform
(IDFT) module inputting a value into the time accumula-
tor.
[0023] The operation that the threshold generation
module 22 searches for a maximum value from the ob-
tained set of CIR peaks includes that: the threshold gen-
eration module searches for the maximum value from
the obtained set peakmn of CIR peaks, and obtains a
CIR peak peakm on a receiving-transmitting antenna pair

mn,  where m = {0,1}, and

n = {0,1,···,N-1}.
[0024] The operation that the threshold generation
module 22 obtains an FSS search threshold according
to the maximum value and a preset threshold includes
that: the threshold generation module obtains the FSS
search threshold thm according to the maximum value
and the preset threshold th, thm = th 3 peakm, where m
= {0,1}.
[0025] The operation that the peak search module23
utilizes the FSS search threshold to detect an FFT win-

dowing position of a receiving antenna includes that: the
peak search module utilizes the FSS search threshold
thm provided by the threshold generation module to de-
tect the FFT windowing position of the receiving antenna
m independently on each receiving-transmitting antenna
pair mn.
[0026] Based on the above system, the disclosure fur-
ther provides a method for detecting FSS by a peak
threshold. Fig. 3 is a flowchart illustrating implementation
of a method for detecting FSS by a peak threshold ac-
cording to the disclosure. As shown in Fig. 3, the method
includes:

Step 301: Peak search is performed on a set of in-
putted CIR average values to obtain a set of CIR
peaks.

[0027] Specifically, as shown in Fig. 4, the disclosure
takes a receiver having N transmiting antennas and two
receiving antennas and a signal on a receiving antenna
m for an example; and a peak search module performs
the peak search on the set {CIRave(i)} of peak average

values processed by a time accumulator to obtain a set
peakmn of CIR peaks on a receiving-transmitting anten-

na pair mn, i.e., 

where m = {0,1}, and n = {0,1,···,N-1}, the value range of
i is determined by an output of an IDFT module inputting
a value into the time accumulator. For example, when
2048-point IDFT is selected, the output of IDFT is
0,1,... ..., 2047, then the value of i ranges from 0 to 2047.
[0028] Step 302: A maximum value is searched for
from the obtained set of CIR peaks, and an FSS search
threshold is obtained according to the maximum value
and a preset threshold.
[0029] Specifically, the threshold generation module
firstly searches for the maximum from N peaks in the
receiving antenna m, i.e., the threshold generation mod-
ule searches for the maximum from the obtained CIR
peak set peakmn and obtains the CIR peak Peakm, i.e.,

 on a receiving-transmit-

ting antenna pair mn, , where m = {0,1}, and n = {0,1,···,N-
1}. The threshold generation module obtains the FSS
search threshold thm i.e., thm = th 3 peakm, according
to the maximum value and the preset threshold th, where
m = {0,1}. The threshold generation module provides the
obtained FSS search threshold thm to all FSS detection
modules on the receiving antenna.
[0030] Step 303: The FSS search threshold is utilized
to detect an FFT windowing position of a receiving an-
tenna.
[0031] Specifically, the FSS detection module utilizes
the FSS search threshold thm provided by the threshold
generation module to detect an FFT windowing position
startnx of the receiving antenna m independently on each
receiving-transmitting antenna pair mn. For example, by
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taking a CIR signal on a receiving antenna 0 of a 2 3 2
MIMO receiver for an example, Fig. 5 is a schematic di-
agram illustrating comparison between a method for de-
tecting FSS according to the disclosure and a conven-
tional method for detecting FSS. As shown in Fig. 5,
peak01<peak00. In the conventional method for detect-
ing FSS, since the peak01 is relatively small, an FSS
search threshold of CIR01 obtained by a preset threshold
th is also relatively small, such that an FFT windowing
position detected by the FSS detection module is a false
path generated by Additive White Gaussian Noise
(AWGN), thereby resulting in a relatively large variance
of the FSS detection module on CIR01 and increasing
the output variance of a subsequent FSS combining mod-
ule. By using the technical solutions provided by the dis-
closure, the FSS detection module uses the FSS search
threshold generated by peak00 and a preset threshold
th, thus preventing an AWGN false path on CIR01 from
being searched and improving the overall performance
of FSS.
[0032] The above are only the preferred embodiments
of the disclosure, and are not be intended to limit the
scope of protection of the claims of the disclosure. Any
modifications, equivalent replacements, improvements
and the like made within the spirit and principle of the
disclosure shall fall within the scope of protection of the
claims of the disclosure.

Claims

1. A system for detecting Fine Symbol Synchronization
(FSS) by a peak threshold, comprising: a peak
search module, a threshold generation module and
an FSS detection module, wherein
the peak search module is configured to perform
peak search on a set of inputted Channel Impulse
Response (CIR) average values to obtain a set of
CIR peaks;
the threshold generation module is configured to
search for a maximum value from the obtained set
of CIR peaks, and obtain an FSS search threshold
according to the maximum value and a preset thresh-
old; and
the peak search module is configured to utilize the
FSS search threshold to detect a Fast Fourier Trans-
formation (FFT) windowing position of a receiving
antenna.

2. The system according to claim 1, wherein the peak
search module is configured to:

perform the peak search on the set {CIRave(i)}

of CIR average values processed by a time ac-
cumulator to obtain the set peakmn of CIR peaks
on a receiving-transmitting antenna pair mn,
wherein

where m = {0,1}, n = {0,1,···, N-1}, and a value
range of i is determined by an output of an In-
verse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT) mod-
ule inputting a value into the time accumulator.

3. The system according to claim 1, wherein the thresh-
old generation module is configured to:

search for the maximum value from the obtained
set peakmn of CIR peaks, and obtain a CIR peak
peakm on a receiving-transmitting antenna pair

mn, wherein 

where m = {0,1}, and n = {0,1,···,N-1}.

4. The system according to claim 1, wherein the thresh-
old generation module is configured to:

obtain the FSS search threshold thm according
to the maximum value and the preset threshold
th, wherein thm = th 3 peakm, where m = {0,1}.

5. The system according to claim 1, wherein the peak
search module is configured to:

utilize the FSS search threshold thm provided
by the threshold generation module to detect the
FFT windowing position of the receiving antenna
m independently on each receiving-transmitting
antenna pair mn.

6. A method for detecting Fine Symbol Synchronization
(FSS) by a peak threshold, comprising:

performing peak search on a set of inputted
Channel Impulse Response (CIR) average val-
ues to obtain a set of CIR peaks;
searching for a maximum value from the ob-
tained set of CIR peaks, and obtaining an FSS
search threshold according to the maximum val-
ue and a preset threshold; and
utilizing the FSS search threshold to detect a
Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) windowing
position of a receiving antenna.

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein the step
of performing peak search on a set of inputted CIR
average values to obtain a set of CIR peaks com-
prises:

performing the peak search on the set
{CIRave(i)} of CIR average values processed by

a time accumulator to obtain the set peakmn of
CIR peaks on a receiving-transmitting antenna
pair mn, wherein

7 8 
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where m = {0,1}, n = {0,1,···, N-1}, and a value
range of i is determined by an output of an In-
verse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT) mod-
ule inputting a value into the time accumulator.

8. The method according to claim 6, wherein the step
of searching for a maximum value from the obtained
set of CIR peaks comprises:

searching for the maximum value from the ob-
tained set peakmn of CIR peaks, and obtaining
a CIR peak peakm on a receiving-transmitting
antenna pair mn, wherein

where m = {0,1}, and n = {0,1,···,N-1}.

9. The method according to claim 6, wherein the step
of obtaining an FSS search threshold according to
the maximum value and a preset threshold compris-
es:

obtaining the FSS search threshold thm accord-
ing to the maximum value and the preset thresh-
old th, wherein thm = th 3 peakm, where m =
{0,1}.

10. The method according to claim 6, wherein the step
of utilizing the FSS search threshold to detect an
FFT windowing position of a receiving antenna com-
prises:

utilizing the FSS search threshold thm provided
by the threshold generation module to detect the
FFT windowing position of the receiving antenna
m independently on each receiving-transmitting
antenna pair mn.
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